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Title word cross-reference

$1 [Duf46]. \$12.95 [Edg91]. \$13.50 [Tho03]. \$14.00 [Hug07]. \$15.95
[Hen81]. \$16.00 [RS06]. \$16.95 [RS06]. \$17.50 [Hen81]. \$2.50 [Opp28g].
\$20.00 [Hen81, Jor80]. \$24.95 [Fra01]. \$25.00 [Ger06]. \$26.95 [Wol05].
\$27.95 [Ger06]. \$29.95 [Goo09]. \$30.00 [Kev03, Kle07]. \$32.50 [Edg91].
\$35 [Wol05]. \$35.00 [Bed06]. \$37.50 [Hug09, Pol07, Dys13]. \$39.50 [Edg91].
\$39.95 [Bad95]. \$8.95 [Edg91]. \alpha [Opp27a, Rut27]. \gamma [LO34].


0-226-79845-3 [Guy07, Hug09]. 0-8014-8661-0 [Tho03]. 0-8047-1713-3
[Edg91]. 0-9672617-3-2 [Bro06, Hug07].

1 [Opp57f]. 109 [Con05, Mur05, Nas07, Sap05a, Wol05, Kru07]. 112 [FW07].
Afternoon [Mor66, Opp60a]. Afterword [Hol05a]. Again [Lau65, Nue05]. Against [BS01, Tho04, Nic54]. Age [GR63, Lau47c, Opp50e, Opp61a, Smi70, Zie91, BP90, Kam85, Nel14, Opp45a, Opp50a, Opp61e, Bal91, Boy85, Kun78, Ris06, SFW91, Opp63n]. Agency [Opp47c, Opp47f]. Agent [Gin54]. ages [Ano04a]. ago [Cow03]. Agony [Rho77, Val06b]. Aid [SMSU10]. al [Ben14]. Alamos [GHK + 96, Ano45, GHK + 96, LW71]. Alamos/Examining [Pat05]. alarm [Yor75]. Alfred [Bed06, Wol05]. Algae [AO50]. algebraic [Var02]. Alice [Dys83, Gow81, Hey66, Jor80, Pei80, She82, Kev81]. Alison [Bad95]. alkaline [HS39]. Alleged [Res54]. allgemeines [Opp55i]. Alpha [Opp65b]. Alvarez [Alv87]. Always [Bet67b, Mak95]. Am [Her03, Rho77, GHK + 96]. Am. [Ber03b]. Ambivalence [Kem83]. Amends [Ano63b]. America [Hew66, FB69, GCD10, GUS04, HKV10, Nic87]. American [Ber04a, Ger06, Opp62e, Pow05, Wan06, AA54b, Ano54a, Bad05, Bed06, BS05b, BS09a, Boy85, CHW91, Cas05b, Cas05a, Chie88, Day09b, Dom04, Fin06, Fra76, Har05, Her05, Her04a, Hol02b, Hug89, Hug90, Hug04, Kao05, Kev05a, MP09, McC06, Opp51c, Opp53d, Opp53c, Opp57i, Opp63k, Pow05, Rho05, Sap05b, Sch08a, Sei78, Str06, Val06a, Wer05, WC84a, Fre05a, Pow05, aS06, Wol05, Jul06]. americana [Val06a]. Americans [Res06]. among [Opp66c]. Analogy [Opp55a, Opp55e, Opp57i]. Analysis [Win00]. anatomia [GL98]. anatomy [GL95b, GL96b, GL97b, GL98, GL11b]. Anchor [Opp64i]. Andrade [Opp64i]. Andrei [Rhe95]. Angular [Opp31a]. Anniversary [Ano81, Ano93a, Ano93b, Ano93c, Ano93d, Opp65a]. Annual [Ano63d, Bet63]. Answered [Lau56]. Antecedent [Rag80]. anthology [MM62b]. antihydrogen [AZ99]. Any [GB89]. Aperiodic [Opp28f]. Apocryphal [Pas93]. Applicability [Opp40]. Application [STY + 98, Opp49b]. applied [AZ99]. Appointed [Ano52a, Ano52b]. appreciation [Gol99]. Approximation [BD54, STY + 98, AZ99, BS85, Ess77, GDR04, Jec14, PCT07, Sei09, SK17, SNNY99]. April [Bet97]. APS [Opp47c]. Archive [Hey68]. Arianrhod [RS06]. Arms [Ano54a, Eak05b, Fre05b, Pow05, RS06, Yor95, Eak05a, Kev05b, McM05, Sap05c]. Army [Jon85]. Arrive [Ano93c]. art [Ano95b]. arte [Ano95b]. Arthur [Duf46]. Article [Ano93a, Ano93b, Ano93c, Ano93d]. Articles [GR63]. Arts [Opp55h, Opp64f, Opp64g, Opp64h]. Ask [Whi58]. Asks [Ano54p]. aspects [Bro56, Bro72, Meh75, Opp48e]. Assembling [Man74]. Assembly [Bad95, Gol95a, HBP94, Per94, HHMW93]. Asserts [Ano54x]. Assistant [Kil77]. association [Val96, Opp45c, Opp80]. astounding [Haw11]. Astronomical [Kra17]. astrophysics [Sag79a, Sag79b]. Atom
Biographies [Ban12]. Biography
[Per95, Sch10, Wal96, BS09b, BP90, Dri89, Goo82, Guy07, Law88].

Birth [Eak05b, Frel05b, Hill15, Lau47c, Pow05, RS06, Eak05a, Kun78, McM05, Sap05c]. Birthday
[DPSY64, Opp39b, Opp79b]. Bitter [Sch08a]. Black [ORSSBO+17, Huf05].

Bird [Bed06, Fre05a, Pow05, Wol05].

Birth [Eak05b, Fre05b, Hill15, Lau47c, Pow05, RS06, Eak05a, Kun78, McM05, Sap05c]. Birth
[DPSY64, Opp39b, Opp79b]. Bitter [Sch08a]. Black [ORSSBO+17, Huf05].

Bird [Bed06, Fre05a, Pow05, Wol05].

Birth [Eak05b, Fre05b, Hill15, Lau47c, Pow05, RS06, Eak05a, Kun78, McM05, Sap05c]. Birthday
[DPSY64, Opp39b, Opp79b]. Bitter [Sch08a]. Black [ORSSBO+17, Huf05].

Bird [Bed06, Fre05a, Pow05, Wol05].

Birth [Eak05b, Fre05b, Hill15, Lau47c, Pow05, RS06, Eak05a, Kun78, McM05, Sap05c]. Birthday
[DPSY64, Opp39b, Opp79b]. Bitter [Sch08a]. Black [ORSSBO+17, Huf05].

Bird [Bed06, Fre05a, Pow05, Wol05].

Birth [Eak05b, Fre05b, Hill15, Lau47c, Pow05, RS06, Eak05a, Kun78, McM05, Sap05c]. Birthday
[DPSY64, Opp39b, Opp79b]. Bitter [Sch08a]. Black [ORSSBO+17, Huf05].

Bird [Bed06, Fre05a, Pow05, Wol05].

Birth [Eak05b, Fre05b, Hill15, Lau47c, Pow05, RS06, Eak05a, Kun78, McM05, Sap05c]. Birthday
[DPSY64, Opp39b, Opp79b]. Bitter [Sch08a]. Black [ORSSBO+17, Huf05].

Bird [Bed06, Fre05a, Pow05, Wol05].

Birth [Eak05b, Fre05b, Hill15, Lau47c, Pow05, RS06, Eak05a, Kun78, McM05, Sap05c]. Birthday
[DPSY64, Opp39b, Opp79b]. Bitter [Sch08a]. Black [ORSSBO+17, Huf05].

Bird [Bed06, Fre05a, Pow05, Wol05].

Birth [Eak05b, Fre05b, Hill15, Lau47c, Pow05, RS06, Eak05a, Kun78, McM05, Sap05c]. Birthday
[DPSY64, Opp39b, Opp79b]. Bitter [Sch08a]. Black [ORSSBO+17, Huf05].

Bird [Bed06, Fre05a, Pow05, Wol05].

Birth [Eak05b, Fre05b, Hill15, Lau47c, Pow05, RS06, Eak05a, Kun78, McM05, Sap05c]. Birthday
[DPSY64, Opp39b, Opp79b]. Bitter [Sch08a]. Black [ORSSBO+17, Huf05].

Bird [Bed06, Fre05a, Pow05, Wol05].

Birth [Eak05b, Fre05b, Hill15, Lau47c, Pow05, RS06, Eak05a, Kun78, McM05, Sap05c]. Birthday
[DPSY64, Opp39b, Opp79b]. Bitter [Sch08a]. Black [ORSSBO+17, Huf05].

Bird [Bed06, Fre05a, Pow05, Wol05].

Birth [Eak05b, Fre05b, Hill15, Lau47c, Pow05, RS06, Eak05a, Kun78, McM05, Sap05c]. Birthday
[DPSY64, Opp39b, Opp79b]. Bitter [Sch08a]. Black [ORSSBO+17, Huf05].

Bird [Bed06, Fre05a, Pow05, Wol05].

Birth [Eak05b, Fre05b, Hill15, Lau47c, Pow05, RS06, Eak05a, Kun78, McM05, Sap05c]. Birthday
[DPSY64, Opp39b, Opp79b]. Bitter [Sch08a]. Black [ORSSBO+17, Huf05].

Bird [Bed06, Fre05a, Pow05, Wol05].

Birth [Eak05b, Fre05b, Hill15, Lau47c, Pow05, RS06, Eak05a, Kun78, McM05, Sap05c]. Birthday
[DPSY64, Opp39b, Opp79b]. Bitter [Sch08a]. Black [ORSSBO+17, Huf05].

Bird [Bed06, Fre05a, Pow05, Wol05].

Birth [Eak05b, Fre05b, Hill15, Lau47c, Pow05, RS06, Eak05a, Kun78, McM05, Sap05c]. Birthday
[DPSY64, Opp39b, Opp79b]. Bitter [Sch08a]. Black [ORSSBO+17, Huf05].

Bird [Bed06, Fre05a, Pow05, Wol05].

Birth [Eak05b, Fre05b, Hill15, Lau47c, Pow05, RS06, Eak05a, Kun78, McM05, Sap05c]. Birthday
[DPSY64, Opp39b, Opp79b]. Bitter [Sch08a]. Black [ORSSBO+17, Huf05].

Bird [Bed06, Fre05a, Pow05, Wol05].

Birth [Eak05b, Fre05b, Hill15, Lau47c, Pow05, RS06, Eak05a, Kun78, McM05, Sap05c]. Birthday
[DPSY64, Opp39b, Opp79b]. Bitter [Sch08a]. Black [ORSSBO+17, Huf05].

Bird [Bed06, Fre05a, Pow05, Wol05].

Birth [Eak05b, Fre05b, Hill15, Lau47c, Pow05, RS06, Eak05a, Kun78, McM05, Sap05c]. Birthday
[DPSY64, Opp39b, Opp79b]. Bitter [Sch08a]. Black [ORSSBO+17, Huf05].

Bird [Bed06, Fre05a, Pow05, Wol05].

Birth [Eak05b, Fre05b, Hill15, Lau47c, Pow05, RS06, Eak05a, Kun78, McM05, Sap05c]. Birthday
[DPSY64, Opp39b, Opp79b]. Bitter [Sch08a]. Black [ORSSBO+17, Huf05].

Bird [Bed06, Fre05a, Pow05, Wol05].

Birth [Eak05b, Fre05b, Hill15, Lau47c, Pow05, RS06, Eak05a, Kun78, McM05, Sap05c]. Birthday
[DPSY64, Opp39b, Opp79b]. Bitter [Sch08a]. Black [ORSSBO+17, Huf05].

Bird [Bed06, Fre05a, Pow05, Wol05].

Birth [Eak05b, Fre05b, Hill15, Lau47c, Pow05, RS06, Eak05a, Kun78, McM05, Sap05c]. Birthday
[DPSY64, Opp39b, Opp79b]. Bitter [Sch08a]. Black [ORSSBO+17, Huf05].

Bird [Bed06, Fre05a, Pow05, Wol05].

Birth [Eak05b, Fre05b, Hill15, Lau47c, Pow05, RS06, Eak05a, Kun78, McM05, Sap05c]. Birthday
[DPSY64, Opp39b, Opp79b]. Bitter [Sch08a]. Black [ORSSBO+17, Huf05].

Bird [Bed06, Fre05a, Pow05, Wol05].
business [McG02].

Columbia [Wit99, Ano54r, Ano54p, Ano54z]. Comment
[Ber03b, Her03, Opp56b, O^+65, Sim54]. Commentary [Man84]. Comments
[Bet82, Opp51b, Opp55b]. Commission
[Bal91, HH89, Kal54, Kal63, Sy187, Wha55]. Committee
[Sys87, Ano52a, Ano93d, BCD^+52, OBC^+49]. Common
[God55, Opp60b, Pry55, Opp54g, Opp54h, Opp55i, Opp64d].
common [Opp64d]. Communication [Opp63l, Opp63e, Opp63d, Opp63s].
Communications [Szi71]. Communist [Her05a, Ber05, BSO5c].
Community
[Hab69, Opp59q, Opp76, ORSSBO^+17, Opp57g, Opp89, Zie91].
como [Ano95b]. Company [Opp28g]. Compartimentalization [God95c].
complementation [Sys55b]. Complementarity [Opp63e]. Complete
[God99]. Complex [Hil15, TSO00, Gus04]. complicated [Neu13].
Component [CO41]. Comprehension [Opp63l, Opp63e, Opp63d, Opp63s].
Compton [Duf46]. Computer [God72]. computers [Opp53a]. comun
Concluding [Opp48a, Opp49a, Opp58a]. Concurring [Mur54]. Conference
[Fei60a]. conferences [Meh75]. Confidence [Ano54w]. Confirm [Lau45].
Conflict [Ber78, BO76, DD71, SB55a]. Confronting [Bal91]. Confronts
[Nim11]. Congress [Ano74, SMSU10]. connais [Str98]. connection
[BKL92]. conocimiento [Opp55f]. conocio [Ano95b]. Conquest [GCD10].
Conscience [Car88, Str63c, Str65, Put63]. Conscientious [Rag80].
constitution [Opp56k]. construction [SB55a]. Containing [Fin06].
contemporaneity [Cas14]. Contemporary
[Opp48h, Opp51a, Opp59a, Cas14, Opp46i, Opp47a, Opp47d]. Continental
[Ano54l]. Continued [OS39b, IKL99]. Continuous
[Opp26d, Opp26c, Opp27d, Opp27c]. Contraction [OS39b]. Contributions
[Opp53a, ORSSBO^+17, Bad95, Sea67]. Control [BOT^+46, Opp46l, O^+46,
Opp48f, Opp48g, Opp63m, Opp63o, Her05b, Opp46d, Opp46e]. Controversy
[Ano54x, Ano67a, San79]. Conventional [Usd09]. conversations [HH04a].
converse [Opp61b]. Conversion [AO50, Opp41a]. Cores [OS38b, OV39].
Cornell [Tho03]. Corrections [AZ99]. Cosmic
[CO41, MM39, OS37, Opp39c, Opp44, Opp49a, Opp56c, Ros64, Opp48a].
Cosmic-Ray [OS37, Opp49a]. cosmological [Win00]. Coulomb [Opp29].
Coulombfeld [Opp29]. Counting [Gar08]. coupling [Röm83]. Crane
[Hen81]. Craters [Szi71]. Crease [Kle07, Wit99]. Creation
[Opp47b, Chr98]. creative [BB97b]. Creator [Hof95]. Crimes [Ano00b].
Crises [Opp64j, Opp69]. Crisis [Opp45c]. Critical
[HHMW93, Per94, Sag70a, Sag70b, Bad95, God95a, HBB94]. Crossing
[Opp66a]. cubit [Opp63a, Opp63b]. cultic [Wall13a]. Culture
[Boy85, Opp58a, Opp59p, Opp61g, Opp61h, Cas14, Opp56e, Opp58d, Opp58e,
Opp58k, Opp60d, Opp60g, Opp60h, Opp60i, Opp62d, Opp62c, Pat05].
cultures [Cas14]. Current [Sim54]. Currents [Opp28c, Opp28b]. Curtis
[Gro56]. Cyclotron [Hil15]. Czech [Put63].

freien [Opp29]. Freiheit [Opp57k]. Freis [Ols62a]. French
[Dem15, Kip67a, LC68, LR57, Opp58b, Opp64d, O+65, Rou62, SB55b, Str98].
Freundschaft [Che65a]. friends [RTS+69, RTS+xx]. friendship
[Che65a, Che65b, Che66, Hug70]. Frontiers [H+58, Wit99, SC98].
Full [Duf46, MW46, MW07]. Function [OP35, SNYY99]. Functional
[STY+98, SNYY99]. Functions [Opp47c, Opp47f]. fundamental [Bey49].
Furman [AO44]. Furry [Ano34]. Future [Opp61a, Lau59, Opp48d].

[De 57, De 68, Wes14]. Galillean [Opp64e]. Gamma
[NO33, NO34b, NO34a, NO31a]. Gamma-Rays [NO33, NO34b, NO34a]. gas
[Bur45]. Gebunden [Hof96]. Geburtstag [Pun67]. Geburtstag/J
[Pun67]. Gen. [Ano45]. Genealogy [Wal13b]. General [Ber03a, BCD+52, Opp54i, Dom13, Kun15, Law88, Ano11, Gol96, Law88, Nor02, Nor03, Sy187].
genes [Hug89, Hug90, Hug04]. Genius [Dys13, MW09, Val06b, BB97b, Che68, Kun15, Sch08b, Wil83, Goo09, Bey09, Gor09a]. Georg [Pun67]. Gerald
[Ber04a]. German [BS09b, BO27, Che65a, Che69, DD71, Gam28, GHK+96, Goo82, Gro99, HS39, Hof95, Kip64, Kip68a, Kip87, Kip05, Kro81, Lam66b, Opp29c, Opp27a, Opp27d, Opp27c, Opp29, Opp55i, Opp55k, Put60, Put61, S.54, Sch82, SB55a, Wei86]. Gesammelte [Kip87]. Geschichte
[Che65a, Lam66b]. Giant [Zie91, BP90]. Giants [MD67, Ris06]. Gita
God [Che59, Che69]. Gödel [FW07]. Goeppert [Goe88]. Golden
[Zie91, BP90]. good [Ber97, Opp55d]. Goodchild [Gow81, She82, Yox82]. Gordon
[Bad95]. Gott [Che69]. Government [Hol02b]. graphs [Oppxx].
Gravitational [OS39b, IKL99]. Great
[Ano49b, Hal09, Hug70, Opp46a, Wil70, Bak76, Opp59c, Sza95]. Greatest
[Ano54a]. Green [AO50, Hor70, SNYY99]. Gregg
[Ber03c, Ber03b, Kev03, Sch03a]. grips [Yor75]. Ground [Ken54]. Group
[Ano52b]. Groves [Ano45, Ano11, Ber03a, Gol92a, Gol92b, Gol95b, Gol95c, Gol96, Kun15, Law88, Nor02, Nor03]. growing [Pei80]. Growth
[Opp58n, Opp59p, Opp48b, Opp56e]. guerre [SB55b]. Guide [Ano00a].
guru [Hei05]. Gwinn [Ber78].

H [Duf46, Ano54e, Bet82, Bro82, Gon96, Ken54, Mac54, Man84, Mur53, Wei86, Wol09]. H-Bomb
[Ano54e, Bet82, Gon96, Ken54, Mac54, Wol09, Bro82, Man84, Mur53]. H.
[Hig76]. Haakon [Hug70]. half [Ano49c]. half-length [Ano49c]. Hall
[Ber04a]. hands [Kai05]. Hans
[Ano50, Edg91, Ano00a, BWMH81, Bro82, Dre07, Pun67]. Hans-Georg
[Pun67]. Harald [OR00]. hardback [Dom13, Guy07, Hug09, MW09, Und13]. hardcover [Ber04a, Edg91]. Harold [Hor70]. Harper [Hug70]. Harvard
[Goo09, Hen81, Jor80, MW09, Pei80]. having [Ano95b]. Hearing
[Ano13, Lau54, Tho03, Maj71a, Maj71b, Maj83, Pol02, U.S71, Wan04, Aft03].
Mesotrons\cite{NO41, OSS40, OS41}. Message\cite{Bor64}. messenger\cite{McC05}. metaphor\cite{Cas14}. metals\cite{HS39}. metaphor\cite{Cas14}. method\cite{Ano95b, BKL892}. metodo\cite{Ano95b}. Mexico\cite{GHK+96, GHK+96, Lau45}. Michael\cite{Tho16}. Michelmore\cite{Hug70, Bad73}. Microscope\cite{BR85}. Mifflin\cite{Hug70}. migration\cite{FB69}. Milan\cite{Ben14}. Milano\cite{Ben14}. Milestones\cite{Gon96}. Military\cite{Ano93b, Edg91, Hil15, Mur53, Opp51b}. Mind\cite{Opp49f, Opp55g, Opp63q, Rob56}. minds\cite{GL95b, GL96b, GL97b, GL98, GL11b}. Minority\cite{Eva54}. mins\cite{Wal96}. miracle\cite{Hir80}. miscarriage\cite{AA54b}. Miss\cite{ORSSBO+17}. Mistakes\cite{Ano00b}. mittels\cite{HS39}. Modern\cite{Eak05b, Fre05b, Hol84, Opp28g, Mur53, Opp56g, McM05, Opp56m, Opp56v}. moderne\cite{Opp58f}. Molecular\cite{Cas07, HO30}. molecules\cite{BO27, BO98, Röm83}. molecule\cite{Pun67}. moment\cite{Cow03, McI05}. Momentum\cite{Opp31a, Tho04}. mondial\cite{SB55b}. Monk\cite{Dom13, Dys13, Und13, Joh13, Mas13, TS12}. monopoly\cite{Gor09b}. Month\cite{Ano01b}. Moral\cite{Aft02, Fra01, Lau00, Olw01, Sar01, Sei01, Tho04, Mas06, Sch00, Zac76}. Morrison\cite{Edg91}. Moscow\cite{Ano94}. Mössbauer\cite{Pun67}. Mössbauer/Max\cite{Pun67}. Mössbauer/Max-Planck-Medaille\cite{Pun67}. most\cite{Har10, Haw11, Rog10}. Mount\cite{Opp63}. Mourn\cite{Ano67c}. Movement\cite{Hew66}. Movie\cite{Wal96}. Mrs\cite{Ano50}. Mrs.\cite{RMR+50}. MSS\cite{Goe88}. Multiple\cite{LOW48, NO41}. Multiplicative\cite{CO37}. Multiverse\cite{Opp57f}. Murrow\cite{Ada54, MFO55}. Museum\cite{DOW84}. Mushrooming\cite{Wei88}. Mute\cite{Dev62}. My\cite{Opp54i, Che65a}. Mysteries\cite{Feh14}. mystery\cite{Opp58i, Opp60f}. Myths\cite{Wit99, Uda94, Uda98}.
Opp35d, OP35, OS37, OS38a, OR47, Opp27a. Notes
[Opp28f, Opp30c, Opp48c, RS06]. novel [Che69]. November [Kuh63].
Nuclear [BHT86, Bad05, BW39, FBR +41, Gar08, Gra64, Hec10, Her09, KOS37a, Mor66, NO33, NO34b, NO34a, OS36, Opp54i, Opp57e, Opp63h, Res54, RAO +49, Rot99, Sag83, Tay92, Usd09, Wil70, Bet91b, Bey49, Cah95, CHW91, Ell86, GHK +96, GA71, Gus04, Kam85, Nic87, Opp49b, Opp64k, Sy187, WC84a, Wil75a]. Nuclear [EO31, KOS37b, OS41, Opp31b].
Nucleon [Opp54b]. Nucleon-nucleon [Opp54b]. nucleus [Gam28].
O [Gow81, She82]. Obituary [Ano67b, Fri67]. Objector [Rag80].
One [Ano54p, MW46, MW07, SW80b, Ber87, Cas03, Har10, Opp60m, Duf46].
Open [Che54, Che55, LPT +54, Opp49f, Rob56, Opp55g, Opp63q]. opera [AS05]. Opinion [Mur54]. Oppengejmer [Rou63, Rou65a].
Oppenheimer [Aft02, Aft03, Bac72, Bac99, Bad93, Bad77, Bad95, Ber03c, Ber03b, Ber04a, Bet07a, Bet97, Bey09, BS09b, Bra10, Bro06, Che65a, Cos14, DD71, Dys76, Dys83, Dys13, Eak05b, Edg91, Fra01, Fre05b, Ger06, Go195, Go09, Go082, Gor09a, Gow81, Gro56, Hen81, Her03, Her07a, Hig76, HBP94, Hof95, Hof96, Hor70, Hug70, Hug07, Hug09, Joh13, Jor80, Kev81, Kev03, Kip64, Kip05, Kie07, Kru07, Lan00, Lin81, MW09, Mas13, Olw01, Pei80, Per94, Pow05, Pun67, RB67, RS06, S.54, Sag79a, Sag79b, Sar01, Sch03a, Sei01, She82, Tho03, Wal96, Wan04, Wan06, Wea82, Wig76, Wol05, Yox82, Zac76, Zie91, Kro08, Sch82, Ato54, Ayr67, Ada54, Agr65, ACU +54, All05, AA54b, Anu11, And83, Ano34, Ano45, Ano49c, Ano49d, Ano50, Ano52b].
Oppenheimer [Ano53a, Ano53b, Ano54f, Ano54h, Ano54i, Ano54j, Ano54k, Ano54m, Ano54n, Ano54p, Ano54q, Ano54r, Ano54s, Ano54t, Ano54u, Ano54v, Ano54w, Ano54y, Ano54z, Ano54-28, Ano63b, Ano63a, Ano63d, Ano67a, Ano67b, Ano67c, Ano70, Ano74, Ano78, Ano80, Ano84, Ano90, Ano93c, Ano94, Ano95b, Ano95a, Anoxx, Ano01b, Ano01a, Ano04a, Ano04b, Ano09, Ano11, Ano13, Anoxx, AZ99, Ban12, Ban16, Bar49, Bed06, Ben14, Ber82, Ber85, Ber90, Ber97, Ber04a, Ber04c, Ber05, Bet38, Bet63, Bet67b, BSK67, Bet68, Bet91a, BS05b, BS05a, BS05c, BS09a, BS09b, BS05, BD54, Edi54, BKL92, Bor08, BK68, Bow03, Bow08, BG09, Bro94, Bro82, Bro14, Buc63, Can09, Car88, CH05, Cas05b, Cas05a, Cas07, Cas65, Che54, Che55].
Oppenheimer [Che65a, Che65b, Che66, Cla80, CH54, Con05, Coo04, Cou63, Cre05, Cri96, Cro54, Cur55, DOW84, DWS +69, Dav08, Dav69, DD71, DPW +82, Dav86, Dav01, Day09b, Day15, De 57, De 68, DM69, Dev62, Dir71, Dom13, Dom04, Dom08, Doy02, Dri89, DPSY64, Dys79, Dys80, Dys06a, Exe54, Eak05a,
EPP80, Els81, Els95, EG05, Erw84, Ess77, Eva54, Fed78, Fed14, Fin06, Fla98, Fri67, GDR04, GL95a, GL96a, GL97a, GL11a, GNMS54, Gar54, Ger06, Gia85, Gin54, Gol92a, Gol95b, Gol55, Go080, Go081, Goo82, GPDW08, Gw81, Gra02, Gre77, GCD10, Gro99, GDH+04, Grn09, Gui04, Har12, Har05, Har08, Haw94, Hec05, Hec08, Hec10, Hei05, Her02, Her04a, Her04b, Her05a, Her05b, Hev11, Hij00, HMMW93, Hol95, Hol02a, Hol02b, Hol93, Hol05b, Hol81, Hol84].
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